St. Thomas’ School
Sunari, Agra
Holiday Homework
(Summer Break 2022-23)
Class VIII
Subject

Home work

1

English
Language

2

English
Literature

3

Hindi

4

Computer

"Parents are the best friends of teenagers"
Prepare a debate on the above topic. For the motion or against the
motion.
The Narayanpur incident talks about the non-violent protests to
overthrow the British colonialists. Do you think the story holds any great
importance in promoting this style of rebellion? Write your thoughts on
this in approximately 150 words. Also describe the theme of the story.
1.Learn shabda bhandar(According to I term syllabus)
2 Read all the chapters (According to I term syllabus)
3. Read Hindi news paper daily for betterment of Hindi reading.
Create an excel spreadsheet file related to report card of a student
which consists of marks of subjects. Apply different functions like sum(),
average(), max(), min() etc. while making the file. And apply proper
formatting as well.
Note:
 File name must be like this ‘name class-section’ i.e. ‘Aman 8-A’.
 Send the soft copy of the file @
sheshkumar.allsaints@gmail.com
 Sample file for your reference:

5

History/Civics Draw a flowchart to show the structure of the Indian Parliamentary form
of government and write how the council of ministers is appointed.

6

Geography

Describe how the population plays an important role in developed,
under developed and developing countries.

7

Mathematics

Solve the given worksheet of Mathematics based on Ch-Sets in your C.W
notebook.

8

Chemistry

9

Biology

1. Read Ch 1 and Ch2 thoroughly.
2. Frame 20 questions along with answers from the chapter 1 and 2.
(Note: 20 questions from each chapter)
1. Read Ch 1 and Ch2 thoroughly and practice all the diagrams.
2.Draw the following diagrams related to Ch 2 in your C.W notebooki. Binary fission
ii. Budding
iii. Fragmentation
iv. Spore formation
v. Reproduction by aerial, sub aerial and underground stems
vi. Reproduction by roots
vii. Reproduction by leaves
viii. Artificial vegetative propagation
ix. Floral parts of a flower
x. Self and cross pollination
(Note – Take any one example for the above mentioned diagrams)

10 Physics

11 Sanskrit

1. Read Ch 1 and Ch2 thoroughly.
2. Frame 20 questions along with answers from the chapter 1 and 2.
(Note: 20 questions from each chapter)
Learn shabd roop and dhaatu roop as per the Term I syllabus.

12 Value

Write a short note explaining your idea of a good student.

Education
13 General

Knowledge
14 Project Work

(Term I)

Write a short note about the life of any one freedom fighter of India on
A4 size sheet.
Complete the Project Works (Term I) of all the subjects.
(Details are mentioned in the Class VIII syllabus)

Note:
 Kindly do the H. Homework in your C.W copies or as instructed by the
subject teacher.
 For the Project Work details are mentioned in the Syllabus.
 Learn the work done in your fair notebooks in all the subjects for Unit
Test-1.

Happy Holidays

